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Pixel Film Studios’ new plugin, FCPX Text Animator, breathes new life into any text on screen
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Aliso Viejo, California — Pixel Film Studios presents an all in one text
animation plugin, the FCPX Text Animator, now available on the
company’s store. This collection of professional text animation tools
features over 500 text animation presets, with thousands of customization

possibilities. Free and frequent updates will be available to any users who
own the plugin, including the latest October update, which added
dynamic Through animations to the growing library.
“The FCPX Text Animator is a must-have in any video creator’s library,”
said Lynn Silver, Media Manager of Pixel Film Studios. “With this
impressive collection of animation tools, creators can create dynamic
titles and advertisements, add context to scenes, and bring attention to
details in a compelling way.”

Compatible with Any Language or Font
FCPX Text Animator will add energy to any text in Final Cut Pro X, in any
language. Animate text in one language, then translate the text into other
languages to spread your content across the globe. And with the ability to
use any font or text color, there are limitless possibilities for text
animation.
Several Categories and Endless Customizability
The FCPX Text Animator includes several categories of animations,
including Stomp, Bounce, Rotate, Smooth, and more. Each one contains
dozens of crisp text animations that users can choose from and
customize. In the inspector, use the animation controls to control whether
the animation plays by line, character, or word. Adjust the anchor point to
change where the animation starts and ends.
Choose to animate text into the scene, out of the scene, or both. With
separate controls for intro and outro animation, users can stylize text to
fit their brand or project.

With the FCPX Text Animator, users can animate any text, regardless of
the font, color, or language.

Makes Text Animation Effortless – No Keyframes Necessary
To use the plugin, creators will simply need to open their Titles category,
and drag the desired animation above their media in the timeline. In the
text inspector, they’ll type in their text, and modify the scale, font, and
any other text settings. Once done, they’ll switch to the Title inspector
controls, and customize the animation to perfection. Finally, on screen
controls allow users to adjust the angle of the animation.

Users have the ability to customize the in and out animations separately, or change things
such as the angle and direction of the animation

Free Future Updates
The FCPX Text Animator will continue to grow with future updates.
At a fixed price of $29.95, FCPX Text Animator is available now at
pixelfilmstudios.com. Additional product information, including system
requirements, can be found on the product page here.
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